
ADVANTAGE

theARCTIC

Engineering Reimagined ™

Arctic Walk-In coolers & freezers are engineered to perform, 

built to endure, and delivered with tremendous value.  Whether 

custom design, quick-ship, or combination units for any 

foodservice or commercial project, Arctic Industries serves our 

customers with a highly trained and experienced staff.  We utilize 

only the best materials and latest manufacturing techniques, 

ensuring you receive the finest walk-in available.
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Features Benefits

Hard rail foamed-in-place urethane 
panels and heavy duty hinges    

Permits greater design flexibility, 
protects and provides longevity

Self-closing, foamed in-place, in-
fitting, flush-mounted door with easily 
replaceable magnetic gaskets and dual 
door sweep

Improves door performance

Modular design with cam-lock tongue 
and groove construction and NSF 
approved vinyl gaskets

Ensures a proper seal

Inside safety release and safety night 
light

Guarantees safe exit

NSF approved smooth aluminium floors 
and center mounted vapor proof light

Optional finishes available and 
maximized storage space

Insulating rating of 4" thick
cooler panels R-value 28
freezer panels R-value 32 

Regulation compliant

Insulating rating of 5-3/8" thick
cooler panels R-value 38.5
freezer panels R-value 44

Regulation compliant

Freezer door heaters include 
temperature sensing device

Improved performance and energy 
savings

Cooler doors include structural FRP, 
freezer doors include structural 
aluminum

Reinforces frames for improved door 
durability

Quality Standard Features
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QUALITY SERVICE

ACSEP | Arctic’s Customer Service Excellence Program

Redefining customer care before, during and after the sale.

Consulting, engineering & 

design: Providing the correct 

refrigeration solution to suit 

the required application

Detailed drawing

Experience Staff: The Arctic 

team is highly trained to 

understand and satisfy the 

customer needs

15 year panel

5 year compressor

1 year parts

1 year labor

Dedicated customer support professionals are working from our Arctic facilities to 

ensure you receive world class service in real world time.

BEFORE DURING AFTER

FOLLOW UP
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Supportive and knowlegeable 

sales team: A project 

coordinator assigned to each 

project from quotation to 

shipment

All walk-ins are pre-assembled, 

inspected and photographed 

to ensure proper fit
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Patterns , Colors, and Vinyl Coated Metals 

100+ finishes available

Glass Doors, Reach-in, Sliding, and Swing Doors

A wide variety of door options are available

Reinforced Wall, Ceilings and Floors

Adding strength to the construction

Ceiling Heights

Adapting the walk-in cooler to the building height

Angled Walls 

Maximizing the  space available

Door Accessories

Adding visual appeal and protection to the door

High Ambient & Outdoor Units Available

Adjusting the systems to different temperature requirements

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT

EISA 

All Arctic products are compliant with the Energy Independence & 
Security Act of 2007

EC Motors
Increased refrigeration unit efficiency

Lights
All light fixtures are EISA compliant

Motion Sensor Available
Extends the life of light fixtures and improves energy savings

Digitally Controlled Refrigeration
Maintaining optimal temperature within walk-in coolers & freezers


